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Abstract

We prove that for every singular cardinal � of co*nality !; the complete Boolean alge-
bra CompP�(�) contains a complete subalgebra which is isomorphic to the collapse alge-
bra CompCol(!1; �ℵ0 ). Consequently, adding a generic *lter to the quotient algebra P�(�) =
P(�)=[�]¡� collapses �ℵ0 to ℵ1. Another corollary is that the Baire number of the space U (�)
of all uniform ultra*lters over � is equal to !2. The corollaries a3rm two conjectures of Balcar
and Simon. The proof uses pcf theory. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Forcing and distributivity of complete Boolean algebras

Every separative poset P which may be used as a forcing notion, is embedded as a
dense subset of a (unique) complete Boolean algebra, called the completion of P and
denoted by CompP. The properties of the forcing extension VP of the universe V of set
theory, which is obtained by forcing with P, are tightly related to the Boolean-algebraic
properties of CompP, in particular to the distributivity properties of CompP. The least
cardinality of a new set in VP , for example, is equal to the distributivity number
of CompP, denoted h(CompP), which should really be called the “non-distributivity
number”, since it is the least cardinality of a product of sums which violates distribu-
tivity (see [9] for more information). Finer properties of non-distributivity determine
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which cardinals of V are preserved and which are collapsed in the extension VP . The
non-distributivity property which is important for our context is the following:

De�nition 1.1. A complete Boolean algebra B is (
; ·; �)-nowhere distributive iH B
contains partitions of unity P� for � ¡ 
 (namely,

∑
P� = 1 and p∧ q = 0 for p �= q

in P�) so that for every b ∈ B − {0} there exists � ¡ 
 so that b ∧ p �= 0 for ¿ �
members q ∈ P�.

Clearly, if �1 ¡ �2 and B is (
; ·; �2) nowhere distributive, it is also (
; ·; �1)-nowhere
distributive. The systematic study of distributivity in Boolean algebras was pursued by
the Czech school of set theory ever since the discovery of Forcing in 1963.

1.2. The quotient algebra P�(�)

In 1972 Balcar and VopJenka began the study non-distributivity in quotient algebras
P
(
) for in*nite cardinals 
. For every in*nite cardinal 
, the algebra P
(
) is ob-
tained as the quotient of the power set algebra P(
) over the ideal [
]¡
 of all subsets
of 
 whose cardinality is strictly smaller than 
. It was *rst shown that for every sin-
gular cardinal � of countable co*nality the distributivity number of P�(�) is !1 and
that for every cardinal 
 of uncountable co*nality the distributivity number of P
(
) is
! [6]. The distributivity number of P!(!) was discussed separately in [5]. The exact
nature of distributivity in various P
(
) was addressed in a series of papers [1, 3, 2],
usually under additional set theoretic assumptions. The optimal ZFC non-distributivity
properties of P
(
) were obtained in [2], from which we quote:

Theorem 1.2 (Balcar and Simon [2]). 1: For every singular � of countable co8nality
P�(�) is (!1; ·; �ℵ0 )-nowhere distributive
2: For every singular 
 of uncountable co8nality P
(
) is (!; ·; 
+)-nowhere

distributive.

1.3. The collapse algebra Col (!1; �ℵ0 )

It was in [1] that it was *rst shown that under certain set theoretic assumptions P
(
)
(and some other factor algebras of P(
)) have completions which are isomorphic to
suitable collapse algebras. Let us introduce collapse algebras. For cardinals 
 ¡ �, 

regular, the poset Col (
; l) is the natural 
-complete poset for introducing a function
’ from 
 onto �, namely for “collapsing” � to 
.

Col(
; �) = {f : for some � ¡ 
; f is a functions;

domf = � and ranf ⊆ �}: (1)

The completion CompCol (
; �) is the collapse algebra for (
; �). The cardinality
of Col (
; �) is clearly �¡
, and therefore, since Col (
; �) is dense in its completion,
the density �(CompCol (
; �)) is equal to �¡k . For each � ¡ 
 let P� be a maximal
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antichain in Col (
; �) composed of conditions which decide ’��. The set {P� : � ¡ 
}
(which is, really, a name for ’) is also a witness to the fact that CompCol (
; �) is
(
; ·; �)-nowhere distributive. The following characterization of CompCol (!1; �ℵ0 ) for
a singular � of countable co*nality is a particular instance of a general characterization
theorem for collapse algebras ([3, 1.15]):

Theorem 1.3. Let B be a complete (!1; ·; �) nowhere distributive Boolean algebra
containing an ℵ1-closed dense subset. If �(B) = �ℵ0 , then B is isomorphic to
CompCol (!1; �ℵ0 ).

Thus CompCol (!1; �ℵ0 ) is characterized by the existence of an ℵ1-closed dense
subset, density �ℵ0 and (!1; ·; �)-nowhere distributivity (which is a weaker condition
than (!1; ·; �ℵ0 )-nowhere distributivity which is actually satis*ed).

1.4. The problem

Let � be a singular cardinal of countable co*nality. Two of the properties which char-
acterize CompCol (!1; �ℵ0 ) hold also in the quotient algebra P�(�): ℵ1-completeness
(easily) and (!1; ·; �)-nowhere distributivity (by Theorem 1.2). Could it be true that
Comp P�(�) and Comp Col (!1; �ℵ0 ) are isomorphic? An old independence result of
Baumgartner’s rules that out. Baumgartner forced an almost disjoint family in P(�) of
size 2� ¿ �ℵ0 , showing thus that it is consistent with ZFC that the cellularity, hence
density, of P�(�) strictly exceeds �ℵ0 ([7, 6.1]). In Baumgartner’s model CompP�(�)
cannot be isomorphic to CompCol (!1; �ℵ0 ), whose density is exactly �ℵ0 .
However, if one assumes that �ℵ0 = 2�, it follows trivially that the density of P�(�)

is �ℵ0 , and hence, by the aforementioned characterization of CompCol (!1; �ℵ0 ), it
is isomorphic to CompP�(�). In particular, denoting by � provability in ZFC, we
have [2]:

�ℵ0 = 2� � �ℵ0 collapses to ℵ1 in VP�(�): (2)

What, then, is the precise relation between P�(�) and Col (!1; �ℵ0 )? Most impor-
tantly, does forcing with P�(�) always collapse �ℵ0 to ℵ1?
Balcar and Simon conjectured in [4] that the answer is “yes”, namely, that the

cardinal arithmetic assumption �ℵ0 = 2� could be removed from (2). In the same
paper they advance towards an a3rmative solution of their conjecture by proving in
ZFC that forcing with P�(�) collapse the 2ℵ0 to !1. Since for � ¡ 2ℵ0 it holds trivially
that �ℵ0 = 2ℵ0 , that proves their conjecture for all countably co*nal singular cardinals
� which are below the continuum:

� ¡ 2ℵ0 � �ℵ0 collapses to ℵ1 in VP�(�): (3)

Finally, there was the problem of computing the Baire number of the space U (�)
of all uniform ultra*lters over �. An ultra*lter u over � is uniform if it does not
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contain a set of cardinality ¡ �. With the usual topology, in which the basic open
sets are p̂ = {u ∈ U (�) : p ∈ u} for p ∈ [�]�, the space U (�) is a compact HausdorH
space and is therefore not coverable by !1 nowhere-dense sets. The Baire number of
a space with no isolated points is the least number of nowhere-dense sets needed to
cover the space. In [4] it was proved that the Baire number of U (�) is !2 under any
of the following assumptions: (i) 2ℵ0 ¿ ℵ1, (ii) 2� = �ℵ0 or (iii) 2!1 = !2. It was
conjectured that the Baire number of U (�) could be shown to equal !2 in ZFC alone.

1.5. The solution

The main result in the present paper determines the precise relation between
CompP�(�) and CompColl (!1; �ℵ0 ). The collapse algebra is isomorphic to a complete
subalgebra of the quotient algebra (Theorem 2.1 below):

� CompCol(!1; �ℵ0 )lCompP�(�): (4)

This implies that the universe VP�(�) contains VColl (!1 ;�ℵ0 ) as a subuniverse.
Therefore,

� �ℵ0 collapses to !1 in VP�(�); (5)

which proves the conjecture. An easy corollary of (4) is that the Baire number of U (�)
is equal to !2 (Theorem 2.15 below).
Balcar and Simon stated in [4] another ZFC conjecture concerning singular cardinals

of uncountable co*nality. The authors will present a solution of that conjecture in a
sequel paper.

1.6. History

Balcar presented this conjecture to the authors during a meeting in Hattingen,
Germany, in June of 1999. Shelah then proved, using the Erdős–Rado theorem, that

� ¿ 2ℵ0 � �ℵ0 collapses to 2ℵ0 in VP�(�): (6)

This a3rmed the ZFC conjecture, since (3) and (6) together give (5) (2ℵ0 = � is
of course impossible by KSonig’s Lemma). In August of 1999 Kojman found a direct
ZFC proof of (4) by replacing Shelah’s use of the Erdős–Rado theorem (which requires
cardinal arithmetic assumptions) by a use of a pcf theorem. This proof is presented
below.

1.7. Description of the proof

Let P = 〈[�]�;6〉 where, for p1; p2 ∈ P, p1 6 p2 ⇔ |p1 − p2| ¡ �. For every
D ⊆ P�(�), D is dense in P�(�) if and only if

⋃
D is dense in P and D is a *lter
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in P�(�) if and only if
⋃
D is a *lter in P. Therefore, G ⊆ P�(�) is a generic *lter

over P�(�) if and only if
⋃
G is a generic *lter over P. Hence VP�(�) = VP . For

convenience, we work with P rather than with P�(�). Let � denote �ℵ0 .
The main point in *nding a complete copy of CompCol (!1; �) inside CompP�(�)

is to overcome the large cellularity that CompP may possess, e.g. in Baumgartner’s
model. This is achieved by forcing only with Q ⊆ P, which contains all closed condi-
tions of P. It is not hard to verify that CompQ is isomorphic to a complete subalgebra
of CompP. Then it is shown that CompQ ∼= CompCol(!1; �). To that end one needs
to prove that �(Q) = �. This fact is achieved by an old trick: club guessing. Once
density is out of the way, it remains to establish (!1; ·; �)-nowhere distributivity of
CompQ, to facilitate the use of Theorem 1.3 above. Here another pcf tool is used: the
Trichotomy Theorem.

1.8. Notation and preliminaries

Our notation is mostly standard. One exception is that when the relations f ¡U g,
f 6U g for ordinal functions f; g where U an ultra*lter over ! is extended to partial
functions. We recall that if P and Q are posets and for some P-name ∼G it holds that
�P “∼G is a generic *lter over Q” and for every q ∈ Q there exists p ∈ P such that
p � q ∈ ∼G, then CompQ is isomorphic to a complete subalgebra of the CompP via
the embedding b �→ ∑{p ∈ P : p �P “b ∈ ∼G′′}.
The following two theorems from pcf theory will be used:

Theorem 1.4 (Club Guessing). If 
+¡� and 
; � are regular cardinals; then there
exists a sequence C = 〈c� : � ¡ � ∧ cf� = 
} so that:
1. For every � ¡ � with cf� = 
; c� is closed and unbounded in � and otp c� = 
.
2. For every club E of � there exists � ∈ S�


 so that c� ⊆ E.

Theorem 1.5 (The Trichotomy). Suppose A is an in8nite set; I an ideal over A and
� ¿ |A|+ a regular cardinal. If f = 〈f� : � ¡ �〉 is a ¡I -increasing sequence of
ordinal functions on A, then one of the following conditions holds:
• (Good) f has an exact upper bound f with cf f(a) ¿ |A| for all a ∈ A;
• (Bad) there are sets S(a) for a ∈ A satisfying |S(a)| 6 |A| and an ultra8lter D
over A extending the dual of I so that for all � ¡ � there exists h� ∈

∏
S(a) and

% ¡ � such that f� ¡D h� ¡D f%:
• (Ugly) there is a function g : A → On such that letting t� = {a ∈ A : f�(a) ¿ g(a)};
the sequence t = 〈t� : � ¡ �〉 does not stabilize modulo I:

A proof of the club guessing theorem can be found in [17, III, Section 1], [10] or
the appendix to [12]. The Trichotomy Theorem is Lemma 3.1 in [17], and a shorter
proof of it is available in the appendix to [11].
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2. The proof

Throughout this section let � be a *xed singular cardinal of countable co*nality,
and let �n be a *xed strictly increasing sequence of regular cardinals with

∑
�n = �.

Let P = {p ⊆ � : |p| = �} and for p1; p2 ∈ P let p1 6 p2 iH |p1 − p2| ¡ �. As
pointed out in the introduction, forcing with P is equivalent to adding a generic *lter
to P�(�).
Denote � = �ℵ0 = |∏ �n|.

Theorem 2.1. CompCol(!1; �)lCompP�(�).

Proof. Let Q = {q ∈ P : q is closed}. For a condition p ∈ P, let accp be the set of
all accumulation points of p. Clearly, accp ∈ Q

Lemma 2.2. Let G ⊆ P be a generic 8lter. Then G1 = {q ∈ Q : (∃p ∈ G)(accp6 q}
is generic in Q.

Proof. If p1; p2 ∈ G then there is some p3 ∈ G so that p3 ⊆ p1 ∩ p2. So accp3 6
accp1; accp2 and accp3 ∈ {accp : p ∈ G}. Thus G1 is closed under *nite intersec-
tions. Clearly, G1 is upwards closed. Thus G1 is a *lter.
Suppose that D ⊆ Q is dense and downwards closed. Let p ∈ P be arbitrary, and

consider q = accp. Let q1 6 q be chosen in D.
For � ∈ q1 de*ne %� = min(p− (�+1)), and let p1 = {%� : � ∈ q1}. q2 = accp1 ⊆

acc q1 6 q1 so there is some p1 6 p with accp1 ∈ D.

By this lemma it follows that

CompQlCompP: (7)

We aim now to show that

CompQ ∼= CompCol(!1; �): (8)

First, we shall see that �(Q) = �.
Let q ∈ Q be arbitrary. Let a(p) = {n : p ∩ [�n; �n+1) �= ∅} and let {mn : n ¡ !}

be the increasing enumeration of a(p).

De�nition 2.3. A condition q∈Q is normal if it satis*es

otp [q ∩ [�mn ; �mn+1)] = �n + 1: (9)

Lemma 2.4. The set of normal conditions is dense in Q.

Proof. Given a condition q, let mn be the least so that q ∩ [�mn ; �mn+1)| ¿ �n and
choose cn ⊆ q ∩ [�mn ; �mn+1) of order type �n + 1. Let q′ =

⋃
n cn. Thus q′ 6 q, and

is of the form (9) above.
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Let M be a *xed elementary submodel of 〈H (+);∈〉 for a su3ciently large regular
cardinal + so that � ⊆ M , [M ]ℵ0 ⊆ M and the cardinality of M is �. Let QM = Q∩M .
Clearly, |QM | = �.

Lemma 2.5. QM is dense in Q.

Proof. Let q be a condition in Q and assume, without loss of generality, that it is
normal. Let cn = q ∩ [�mn ; �mn+1).

Claim 2.6. For every n; there exists a closed subset of cn+2 of order type �n + 1
which belongs to M .

Proof. Let , = sup cn+2. In M , *x an increasing and continuous function f : �n+2 → ,
with sup ranf = ,. Let E = {i ¡ �n+2 : f(i) ∈ cn+2}. Thus E ⊆ �n+2 is a club in
�n+2.
The club E itself may not belong to M (because cn+2 may not belong to M). But

since �+n ¡ �n+2 and both (regular) cardinals belong to M , M contains some club
guessing sequence 〈c� : � ¡ �n+2 ∧ cf� = �n〉 by the club guessing Theorem 1.4
above. Thus there is some � ¡ �n+2 so that c� ⊆ E. Clearly, c� ∈ M . Since f ∈ M ,
also ran(f�c�)∪{sup ran(f�c�)} ⊆ E belongs to M , and is a closed subset of cn+2 of
order type �n + 1.

Using the claim, choose, for every n, a closed set bn so that bn ⊆ cn+2, otp bn =
�n + 1 and bn ∈ M . Since M is closed under countable sequences, q′ =

⋃
bn ∈ QM ,

and clearly q′ 6 q is a normal condition in Q.

This has established that �(Q) = �.
We need the following simple fact about Q and QM :

Fact 2.7. Q is ℵ1-complete and QM is ℵ1-complete.

Proof. Suppose that q0 ¿ q1 ¿ · · · is a decreasing sequence of conditions in Q. By
induction on n, let mn be chosen so that otp [qn ∩ [�mn ; �mn+1)]¿

∑
i¡n |qn − qi|+, and

choose a closed subset cn+1 of
⋂

i6n qi∩[�mn ; �mn+1) with otp cn = �n+1. The condition⋃
cn belongs to Q and q 6 qn for all n. If each qn belongs to M then the sequence

itself belongs to M because M is closed under taking !-sequences, and hence some
q which satis*es q 6 qn for all n belongs to M , by elementarity. (Alternatively, one
can do the induction for proving completeness of Q inside M).

Thus, CompQ contains an ℵ1-complete dense set of size �. To prove (8) from
Theorem 1.3 it remains to show that CompQ is (!1; ·; �)-nowhere distributive. For
this purpose we inspect the generic cut which Q creates in

∏
�n=U , where U is the

generic ultra*lter over ! which forcing with Q introduces.
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Fact 2.8. Suppose G ⊆ Q is a generic 8lter. Then {a(q) : q ∈ G} is an ultra8lter
over !.

Proof. If q1 6 q2 are normal conditions, then a(q1) \ a(q2) is *nite. Thus a : {q ∈
Q : q is normal} → P(!) is an order preserving map onto 〈P(!);⊆∗〉. Furthermore,
if t 6 a(q), then there is some q′ 6 q such that a(q′) = t. Therefore, the image of a
generic G ⊆ Q under a is an ultra*lter over !.

Given a normal condition q ∈ Q, de*ne the following two functions on a(q) by
letting, for each n ∈ a(q),

.+q (n) = sup[q ∩ [�n; �n+1)];

.−q (n) = min[q ∩ [�n; �n+1)]:

The set of conditions q for which .+q ∈ ∏
�n is clearly dense in Q, so we always

assume that .+q ∈ ∏
�n.

Since .−q (n) ¡ .− + q(n) for every n ∈ a(q), and q � “a(q) ∈ U”, it follows that
q � “.−q ¡U .+q ”.
Let G ⊆ Q be a generic *lter. De*ne

D+
0 = {.+q : q ∈ G and q is normal};

D−
0 = {.−q : q ∈ G and q is normal}:

Now for each normal q ∈ Q, q �“.+q ∈ D+
0 ∧ .−q ∈ D−

0 ”.
Let

D+ =
{
f ∈

∏
�n : (∃g ∈ D+

0 )(g6U f)
}
;

D− =
{
f ∈

∏
�n : (∃g ∈ D−

0 )(f 6U g)
}
:

Lemma 2.9. Suppose that f ∈ ∏
�n and q ∈ Q is a normal condition. Then there

exists a normal condition q′ 6 q so that

q′ � .+q′¡Uf∨f¡U.−q′ :

Proof. If for some in*nite set B ⊆ A(q), mn ∈ a(q)⇒f(mn) ¡ .+q (mn) then q′ :=⋃
mn∈B cn − (f(mn) + 1) is a normal condition and for all n ∈ a(q′) it holds that

.−q′ (n) ¿ f(n). Since q′ � a(q′) ∈ U , the second alternative holds for q′.
If {n ∈ a(q) : f(n) ¡ .+q (n)} is *nite, let n0 be *xed so that for every n ¿ n0 it

holds that sup cn 6 f(n) and let, for n ¿ n0, bn ⊆ cn be the initial segment of cn
whose order type is �n−1 + 1. Now

⋃
bn is a normal condition and q′ � .+q ¡U f.
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Since Q is ℵ1-complete, no new members are added to
∏

�n after forcing with Q.
Therefore, by Lemma 2.9, it holds that D− is a lower half of a Dedekind cut in

∏
�n=U

whose upper half is D+; that D− has no last element and that D+ has no *rst element.
By the de*nition of D−, it is clear that D−

0 is co*nal in (D−;¡U ). Furthermore, if
{fi : i ¡ !} is a set of functions, q ∈ Q and for all i ¡ ! it holds that q � fi ∈ D−

then by iterated use of Lemma 2.9 and ℵ1-completeness there exists q′ 6 q so that
q′ �

∧
i fi ¡U .−q′ . As a consequence, the co*nality of D− is uncountable.

We shall need the following strengthening of Lemma 2.9, which says that the generic
cut (D−; D+) is not trapped by any product of countable sets.

Lemma 2.10. Suppose An ⊆ [�n; �n+1) is a countable set for each n ¡ !, and q ∈ Q
is a normal condition. Then there is a condition q′ 6 q in Q so that for every
n ∈ a(q′) it holds that An ∩ (.−q′ ; .

+
q′) = ∅.

Proof. Let ”n ¡ !1 be the order type of An and let 〈�ni : i ¡ ”n〉 be the increasing
enumeration of An. Partition [�n; �n+1) to the intervals [�n; �n0), {[�ni ; �ni+1) : i+1 ¡ ”n}
and [supAn; �n+1). For every n ¿ 0, choose an interval In in the partition of [�n; �n+1)
so that |In ∩ q| = �n, and let cn ⊆ (In ∩ q) be closed of order type �n−1 + 1. Let
q′ =

⋃
In ∩ q.

Lemma 2.11. The co8nality of D− is !1.

Proof. We have seen that cf (D−) ¿ ℵ0. Suppose now, to the contrary, that 
 ¿ ℵ1
is regular and that q � “f = 〈fi : i ¡ 
〉 is ¡U increasing and co*nal in D”. The
Trichotomy Theorem applies to f, but:
The third condition (“Ugly”) cannot hold, since U is an ultra*lter.
The *rst condition (“Good”) cannot hold, because in D+ there is no *rst element.
Let us see now that the second condition (“Bad”) cannot hold either. Suppose that

q � “〈An : n ¡ !〉, witnesses ‘Bad’ for f”. Then,

q � (∀� ¡ 
)
(
∃h ∈

∏
An

)
(∃% ¡ 
)[f� ¡U h ¡U f%]: (10)

By ℵ1-completeness, we may assume that 〈An : n ¡ !〉 and each An belong to the
ground model. By Lemma 2.10 there is a condition q′ 6 q so that for all n ∈ a(q),

An ∩ (.−q′ (n); .
+
q′(n)) = ∅: (11)

Since q forces that f is co*nal in D− and q′ � .−q′ ∈ D− ∧ .+q′ ∈ D+, there is some
� ¡ 
 and q′′ 6 q′ so that

q′′ � .−q′ ¡U f� ¡U .+q′ : (12)
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By strengthening q′′ we may assume that for some % ¡ 
 and h ∈ ∏
An,

q′′ � .−q′ ¡U f� ¡U h ¡U f% ¡U .+q′ : (13)

So there is some n (in fact, in*nitely many) so that

.−q′ (n)¡f�(n) ¡ h(n) ¡ f%(n) ¡ .+q′(n): (14)

This is a contradiction to (11), since h(n) ∈ An.
Thus, the co*nality of D− is at least !1 and no more than !1; so it is exactly

!1.

Since cf (D−;¡U ) = !1 and D−
0 is co*nal in (D−;¡U ), using ℵ1-completeness of

Q it is easy to *nd a sequence of conditions 〈q(i) : i ¡ !1〉 ⊆ G such that i ¡ j ¡
!1 ⇒ q(i) ¿ q(j) and 〈.−q(i) : i ¡ !1〉 is (¡U -increasing and) co*nal in (D−;¡U ).
Fix a Q-name ∼q for such a sequence. Observe that if q1; q2 are incompatible, then
� “¬(q1 ∈ ran∼q ∧ q2 ∈ ran∼q)”, since any two conditions in ran∼q are compatible.

Lemma 2.12. For every q ∈ Q there is a set {q′′� : � ¡ �} of pairwise incompatible
conditions below q; so that for each � ¡ � there is q′� 6 q and i(�) so that q′� �

∼q(i(�)) = q′′� ; and {q′� : � ¡ �} are pairwise incompatible.

Proof. Let q ∈ Q be a normal condition, and let cn = q ∩ [�mn ; �mn+1). cn is a closed
set of order type �n. For each n let bn be the initial segment of cn+1 of order type
(
∏

i6n �i;¡lx), the lexicographic ordering of all sequences (x0; x1; : : : ; xn) in the prod-
uct �0 × �1 × · · · × �n. Identify each member in bn with the sequence in

∏
i6n �i it

corresponds to via the order isomorphism, and de*ne a projection �m;n : bn → bm for
m ¡ n by mapping a sequence of length n to its initial segment of length m. The
inverse limit of this system is the set of all functions g ∈ ∏

bn with the property that
for all m ¡ n, �m;ng(n) = g(m). Denote this set of functions by L ⊆ ∏

bn.
Choose a set of � diHerent functions 〈g� : � ¡ �〉 ⊆ L∩∏

acc bn and for each � let
g′�(n) = g�(n) + 1. Let q� =

⋃
n¿0 bn ∩ [g�(mn); g′�(mn)). Thus each q� is a condition

below q. Furthermore, if � �= % then from some point n0 on, either .+q�(n) ¡ .−q%(n)
or .+q%(n) ¡ .−q�(n). Thus {q� : � ¡ �} is a set of pairwise incompatible conditions
below q.
For each � ¡ �,

q� � “.−q� ∈ D− ∧ .+q� ∈D+”;

q� � “(∃i¡!1)(∀j¡!1)[i ¡ j ⇒ .−q�¡U.−∼q(j)
]”:

Fix q′� 6 q� so that for some i(�) ¡ !1 and q′′� 6 q�, q′� � ∼q(i(�)) = q′′� . For
� ¡ % ¡ �, since q′′� 6 q′� 6 q�, q′′% 6 q′% 6 q% and q�; q% are incompatible, q′� is
incompatible with q′% and q′′� is incompatible with q′′% .
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Fix, for each i ¡ !1, a maximal antichain Pi ⊆ Q of conditions that decides ∼q(i).

Claim 2.13. For every condition q ∈ Q there exists some i ¡ !1 so that q is
compatible with ¿ � members of Pi.

Proof. Let q ∈ Q be an arbitrary condition. By Lemma 2.12 there are � pairwise
incompatible conditions {q′′� : � ¡ �} below q, each of which is forced to be ∼q(i(�))
for some i(�) ¡ !1, by some extension q′� 6 q, and {q′� : � ¡ �} are pairwise
incompatible extensions of q. Since � ¿ �, there is necessarily some *xed i ¡ !1 so
that |{� ¡ � : �(i) = i}| ¿ �. Since diHerent q′�; q

′
% in this set force diHerent values

for ∼q(i), they cannot be compatible with the same member of Pi. Thus q is compatible
with ¿ � members of Pi.

The last claim established (!1; ·; �)-nowhere distributivity of CompQ. By
Theorem 1.3 CompCol (!1; �) ∼= CompQ, and since CompQlCompP�(�), the proof
is complete.

Corollary 2.14. VP�(�) |= |�| = ℵ1.

Proof. Since CompCol (!1; �) is a complete subalgebra of CompP�(�), the universe
VCol (!1 ;�) is contained in VP�(�). Therefore, there is an onto function ’ : !1 → � in
VP�(�). Since P�(�) is !1-complete, !1 is preserved in VP�(�). Thus, the cardinality
of � in VP�(�) is ℵ1.

Corollary 2.15. For every singular cardinal � with cf� = ℵ0 the Baire number of
U (�); the space of uniform ultra8llters over �; is equal to !2.

Proof. By Theorem 2.1 there exists a dense subset of Q which is isomorphic to the
dense subset D = {f : ∃i ¡ !1[f : (i + 1) → �]} of Col (!1; �), namely, there are
conditions {qf : f ∈ D} ⊆ Q so that qf 6 qg ⇔ g ⊆ f.
Let Wi;� = {qf : domf = i + 1 ∧ f(i) = �}. De*ne Vi;� = {u ∈ U (�) : (∃p ∈

u)(∃qf ∈ Wi;�)[accp ⊆ qf]}. It should be clear that for each i ¡ !1 the collection
{Vi;� : � ¡ �} is a family of pairwise disjoint (non-empty) open sets in U (�).
For each % ¡ !2 de*ne O% =

⋃{Vi;% : i ¡ !1; % 6 � ¡ !2}. Since O% is a
union of open sets in U (�), it is open. We show that O% is also dense in U (�) for
each % ¡ !2. Let % ¡ !2 be arbitrary and let p̂ for p ∈ P be an arbitrary basic
open set in U (�). By density of {qf : f ∈ D} there exists some f ∈ Col (!1; �) with
domain i + 1 ¡ ! so that qf 6 accp. By 2.2, there exists some p′ 6 p so that
accp′ 6 qf∪〈i+1;%〉. Thus p̂′ ⊆ p̂ ∩ O%.
Finally, we show that

⋂{O% : % ¡ !2} = ∅. Let u ∈ U (�) be arbitrary and let
�(u) = sup{� ¡ !2 : (∃i ¡ !1)(u ∈ Vi;�)}. Since for every u ∈ U (�) and i ¡ !1

there is at most one � ¡ !2 for which u ∈ Vi;�, �(u) ¡ !2. Now u =∈ O�(u)+1.
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Thus, by passing to the complements of O%, % ¡ !2, it is seen that U (�) is coverable
by !2 nowhere-dense sets. Since it is known [4] that U (�) cannot be covered by fewer
than !2 nowhere-dense sets, its Baire number is equal to !2.

3. Concluding remarks

We *rst remark that the part of the proof between Lemmas 2.7 and Lemma 2.12
can be applied verbatim to P instead of to Q to show that CompP�(�) is (!1; ·; �ℵ0 )-
nowhere distributive, and constitutes thus an alternative ZFC proof of (!1; ·; �ℵ0 )-
nowhere distributivity of P�(�) from the Trichotomy theorem.
Next, we remark that Corollary 2.14 can be derived directly, without invoking

Theorem 1.3, as follows: *x a 1–1 function f : QM → � and apply Lemma 2.12 to
QM , observing that the set {q′′� : � ¡ �} belongs so M . Now *x a function h : � → �
such that for every A ∈ [�]� ∩ M , ran(h�A) = �. The function h ◦ ∼q is a collapsing
function by a simple density argument.
We devote now a few words to the role of pcf theory in this proof and in several

other proofs. Pcf theory was developed to provide bounds on powers of strong limit
singular cardinals, or, better, on the covering numbers of singular cardinals. The most
well known discovery of the theory is that poset 〈Pℵ0 (ℵ!);⊇〉 of countable subsets of
ℵ! ordered by reverse inclusion has a dense subset of size ¡ ℵ!4 . In other words: the
cardinality of this poset may be arbitrarily large, but its density is bounded.
From the point of view of pcf theory, powers of regular cardinals are the “soft”

part of cardinal arithmetic, which envelopes the hard “skeleton” of powers of singulars
that pcf theory addresses—the revised power set function pp. To read more about this
philosophy the reader is referred to [17] (especially the analytical index, Section 14),
[16] and [10].
The proof above is yet another example of the same theme: a complete subalgebra

of density �ℵ0 is uncovered inside CompP�(�), whose own density may be 2� ¿ �ℵ0

in case the power function at regular cardinals assumes large values. The powers of
regular uncountable cardinals may be “peeled oH” from CompP�(�) by the club-
guessing technique to get to the “skeleton” CompCol (!1; �ℵ0 ).
Pcf methods are used also in other contexts to show that various structures on the

power set of a singular cardinal contain “skeletons” of bounded cardinality. We quote
the example [13] of a Dowker subspace of cardinality ℵ!+1 inside Rudin’s Dowker
space [15], whose cardinality is (ℵ!)ℵ0 .
Pcf techniques were used for studying collapses of cardinals by Cummings [8] (see

also [11]).
Lastly, we remark that while the role of closed unbounded subsets of regular car-

dinals in combinatorial set theory is so central that one could not imagine uncount-
able combinatorics without them, the proof above shows that also closed subsets of a
singular cardinal may be sometimes useful.
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